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Abstract. An algorithm by Guibas and Stolfi (1985) constructs, for a finite set S of n sites in the 
plane, a triangulation T(S) of S that strictly refines the Delaunay diagram Del(S) when there 
exists a circle passing through at least four points of S and none of the sites is contained in its 
interior. For this triangulation T(S) there exist isometries .T such that 9( T(S)) # T( T( S)). The 
Voronoi diagram Vor(S) is the straight-line dual of Del(S) and the substitution of T(S) into 
Del(S) leads to needless calculus, indeed to the creation of imaginary vertices for Vor(S). We 
present here a variant of the Guibas and Stolfi algorithm that determines, with the same complexity, 
Del(S) and not a triangulation, and uses a simpler data structure. We also give approximation 
tests of collinearity and cocircularity so that for any similitude 5 of the plane, Del(T(S))= 
Y(Del(S)). 
Introduction 
Let S he a set of n sites in the Euclidean plane, Vs c S, let R(s) be the set of 
points of E which are closer to s than to any other site of S. The regions R(s) 
define a partition of E called the Voronoi diagram of S and denoted by Vor(S). 
The straight-line dual Del(S) of Vor(S) is called the Delaunay diagram of S. The 
Voronoi diagrams are used in many domains: physics, chemistry, crystallography, 
robotics, etc. Their construction is a fundamental problem in computational 
geometry. 
Shamos and Hoey [i2] have given the first optimal algorithm that constructs 
Vor(S) in O(n log n) time. Guibas and StoIfi [8) have given a very elegant algorithm 
for building a Delaunay triangulation in O(n log n) time. Among the numerous 
generalizations, we point out the construction of Vor(S) in a Euclidean space of 
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and the use of distances other than the Euclidean one [I, 7,3, IO]. 
of these algorithms fail in the rticular case w ere exist at least four 
Stolfi deiermines a ii-iangulation T(S) 
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which strictly refines Del(S) in this case. Moreover, it is asymmetric and thus there 
exist isometric transformations 9 such that .q( T(S)) f T(9( S)). Furthermore, the 
construction of Vor( S) as dual of T(S) and not of Del(S) leads to needless calculus. 
If many triangles of T(S) are inscribed in the same circle, the center of this one is 
determined many times from di!Ierent data and imaginary vertices can 
rounding errors. Such imaginary vertices can be made visible by a big zoom. 
We give here a variart of the Guibas and Stolfi algorithm which determines 
Del(S) and not a triangulation T(S). Moreover, our algorithm runs faster for co- 
circular sites. We also propose approximation tests for collinearity and cocirculari:y 
which use only angular comparisons. Thus, for every similitude 9 of the plane, we 
have S(Del(S)) = Del( T(S)). The quad-edge notion used by Guibas and Stolli for 
manipulating the subdivisio:is of a nonoriented surface is close to the nonoriented 
map introduced by Tutte [I4]. We use here the simpler notion of oriented map 
[S, 31 which enables to separate, as the quad-edge notion, the topological and the 
geometrical properties. 
First, we mention the classical properties of Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams in 
Section i. The fundamental emmas for proving our algorithm are given in Section 
2. In Section 3, we propose our geometrical approximations. Generalities over maps 
are given in Section 4. We build Del(S) in Section 5 and Vor(Sj in Sectian 6. 
1. General properties of Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams 
Notations. Let E be the Euclidean plane and d be the Euclidean distance in E. 
VX c E let X be the smallest closed subset of E which contains X for the associated 
topoiogy. 
If p and 4 are distinct points of E then z is the closed straight-line segment 
between p and q; pq = z - {p, q) is the open straight-line segment between p and 
y; bisjpr, y) is the bisector of {p, 4); Hip, q) = {h E E: djh, p) < djh, qjj is an open 
convex half plane. 
Vp E E, for every finite subset T of E, d( p, T) = min{d( p, q): q E T). 
eiiait:a- d I . . ,.I. Let S be a fmite set of points of E called sites. 
(ij VscS, R(s)={pEE:d(p,s)<d(p,S-(s})} is called the Voronoi region of 
s= Since R(s) =n (_H(,s, ?): t E S-(s)), ,?(s) is an nmen cnnv~x cPt UF’_’ __*i.__., ___f 
(ii) Every u E E such that there exist three sites r5 s, t of S verifying d(r;, rj = 
d( ?c, s) = d(u, ?) = d(tl, S) is called a Voronoi vertex of S. 
(iii) Ws,tES, let c(s,t)={p~E:d(p,s)=d(p,t)<d(p,S-{s,t})}. c(s,t)e 
is(s, t). If c(s, I) # 17) then c(s, t) is called a Voronoi edge. Since ~(s, tj = R(s) n R(t j 
is a closed convex set, c(s, t) is also convex and every point of ~(s, t) - c(s, t) is a 
Voronoi vertex of S. 
(iv) The set V of Voronoi vertices of S, the ?oronoi edges of S an 
regions for 
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nition 1.2. (i) Vp E _E> the circle K(p) with renter p and radius d (p, S) is said 
to be criticarl for S. 
p E R(s) if and only if K(p) n S = {s}. 
pEc(s, t) if and only if K(p)nS={s, t}. 
p E V if and only if K(p) n S contains at least three sites. In this case K(p) is 
called the Voronni circle centred in p. 
(ii) Let conv( S) be the convex hull of S. A straight-line segment st with s, t E S 
is said to be a frontier for S if one of the half-planes limited by the straight-line sl 
contains S and st n S = 0. Let Fconv(S) be the set of frontier segments for S. 
3. For s, t E S, st E Fconv( S) if and ody if c( s, t) is not bounded. 
Proof. (i) If all sites of S are collinear, SC E Fconv(S) if and only if c(s, a) i i3 and 
thus if and only if c(s, t) = bis(s, t). 
Conversely, if there exist s, t E S such that c(s, P) = bis(s, t) then, for each point 
p which is not collinear with s, t, there exists a circle X(g) with q E c(s, t) and such 
that p E K(q). Thus all sites of S are collinear. 
(ii) If the sites of S are not all collinear and if c(s, t) is not bounded, c(s, t) # 
bis(s, l) by (i) and E(s, t j - c(s, r’j contains a unique vertex of ‘v: Since, for every 
p E E(s, t), K(p) is critical for S, all the sites of S are on the same side of the 
straight-line st. Hence st E Fconv(S). 
(iii) If c(s, t) is bounded, E(s, t) - c(s, t) has two points u and P. Then there exist 
pE(S--(s,t))nK(u) and q \ E ‘S-(s, t]) n K(u). p and q cannot be on the same 
side of the straight-line st. Hence, st & Fconv(S). This proves the converse of (ii), Cl 
Definition 1.4. (i) Every straight-line segment st with s, t E S and such that c(s, t) f 8 
is called a Delaunay edge of S. 
(ii) If U E V and K(zc j SQ S = (Sk 3 a$>, * * m , Skit) VZitl: Ynl, Sz, * s * ) Sk nwrlnTaA on**r.+nr “IcE%,IUU ~“YI*.b.- 
clockwise, sls2, . . . , sk_Iskr sksl are the Belaunay edges of S that link (s,, . . . , Sk), 
and the convex polygon P(U) that admits these edges and vertices is called the 
Delaunay polygon of u. The set D(u) of points p of E - P(u) which are inside P(U) 
is called the Delaunay region of u. 
Lemma 1.5. (i) VU,ZJE Vwith u#v, D(u)nD(v)=@. 
(ii) For every st E Del(S) such that st CT! Fconv( S), there exist exactly two 
polygons which contain st and these polygons are ova both sides of the s&&k:-line st. 
(iii) For every st E Fconv(S), there exists exactly one Delaumy polygon which 
conrains st. 
) Let K’(u) (resp. 
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(ii) If st is a Delaunay edge of S but stg Fconv(S), then, by Proposition 1.3, 
c(s, t) is bounded. If (u, U) = E(s, t) - c(s, t), G and v are Voronoi vertices and s and 
t lie on K(U) and on (u). Moreover, st is a common edge of Y(U) and P”(u) and, 
by (i), P(U) and P(v) are on both sides of the straight-line st. 
(iii) If st E Fconv(S), then, by Proposition 1.3, c(s, t) is not bounded and thus st 
is B Dclaunay edge of S. If not all sites of S are collinear, c(q t > is a half straight-line. 
Then there exists one TJoint u such that {u} = E(s, t) - c(s, t) and s and t lie on 
K(u), and P(U) is the only Dela W__-J r...JbV.. ...iLW.. VV..CUa..V _.. ~lna\r nnlvonn rrrhiph rnntainc ct [I! 
Theorem 1.4. e sites of S, the De!aunay edges and the Delaunay regions form a 
partition elf the convex hull conv( S). 
roof. These vertices, edges and regions are disjoint by Definition I.4 and Lemma 
1.5. Every region D(U) is convex and hence included in COW(S). By LeTma 1.5, 
every point p of cow(S) belongs to some o(u) and this completes the proof. Cl 
efinition 1.7. The partition of conv( S) given by Theorem 1.6 is called the Delaunay 
diagram of S and is denoted by Del(S). The diagrams Vor(S) and Del(S) are 
straight-line duals (cf. Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. Del(S) (solid lines) and Vor(S) (dashed lines). 
tisrs. If p, q, Y are the three noncollinear given points, let circ( p, q, r) be the 
circumcircle of. Che triangle pqr and disk( p, q, r) be the set of points of E which lie 
S) if st is an ed 
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Lemma 2.1 (the inclusion lemma). 1f Tc S and if st E Del(S) with s, t E T ther; 
st E Del( 7’). 
roof. If st E Del(S) then c(s, t) # 9). 
Since c(s, t) c (p E E: d(p, sj -: isip, tj < d(p, T-(s, t))} = c’(s, t), d(s, t) #O and 
st E Del(T). E 
efinition 2.2. (ij Let d be the ordering on S such that if p, q t 3 haue respective 
coordinates (x,, y,,) and (x,, yq) then p s q if either xp c x4 or xp = x4 and yp c yq. 
If n = ISI, a sorting algorithm can determine the ordered set (S, s) in 6( n log n) time. 
(ii) If T, , T2cS, then we write T,s T2 if VpE T,, YqE T2, psq. 
efinition 2.3. Two subsets L and R of S are said to be contiguous if I, s R, L n W = $ 
and, Vs E S - (L. v R), either s d 5 or R < s. 
(i) If L and R are contiguous and gd E Del( Lu R) with g c L and d E R, then 
gd is called a link of (L, R). 
(ii) If gd is a fink of (L, R) and if s, t E S we say that t dmninates s re?gtively to 
gd if t E disk(g, d, s). 
/iii1 '1-t r~e-r\=ln. \*.., -1. z \&, n.1h th 161,'*",6KJ _e ,.*e sqw~~rtt-m nf c&me rrrhich 2’~ neinhhnrc nf CY in Y‘IVI V‘ “‘CYU ..n1. .w .IW.&.I”“IU “I 6 
Del(E), and are ordered counter-cinckwise around g from 3 and he to the !eft of 
gd. 
We suppose that there exists at least one site to the left of &?. Then T(g) f $3. 
The site gi (i~{l,. . . , k}) is said to be valid on the left relatively to zd if Vj E 
(1 ,***, i-l}, gj+i dominates gj relatively to gd and if i< k then gi+l does not 
dominate gi relatively to gd. 
Similarly, we can define validity on the right. 
Lemma 2.4 (the ucimodality lemma). If gd is a link of (L? R) and rf the site gi of 
Ug)=(g,:,..., gk} is valid OK the left relatively to gd, then the following hold: 
(i) Ifi = kori< kandgi+I E! circ(g d, gi ) ) ?henggiandg~dareedgeso?fDel(Lu{d)) 
and,VjE{i,...,i- l}, ggj & Del( Lu id}). 
(ii) If i < k and gi+l E circ(g, d, gi), then ggi+l and gid are edges OJ Del[(Lu (s)) 
and, VjE (1,. . . , i), gg$ DeUu{d)). 
Proof. n:- 1 cl-..&+ uy LGUl1ll2 1 -3, ’ c there exists a Delaunay region u”(tij of Eu (0) io itie iefi 
of a and having gd as an edge. Thus, there exists g”~ 1. such that gg”E Del( L u (d)) 
and by the inclusion lemma5 g”~ T(g). oreover g”& (g,, . . . , gi-1) by 
2.4. 
Case 1: If i = k, g”= gi, and thus ggi and gid are edges of Del(L v (d)). 
CQW 2: If i< k and gi+r~ circ(g, d, gi), p”i+i .@ 
then critical for L u ( 
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Cme 3: If i< and g,+l E cirdg, d, a), circ(g. d. gipi) =circ(g. gi. gi+ i) is c 
for Lu(d) and thus ggti+l and gid are edges of Del( L w Id}). 
Ial each case, Vjc{I,...,; -I), ggjnD(u)#B and thus 
Theorem 1.6. Similarly, ggi e Del( Lw (d)) in Case 3. (See Fi 
ma). G’ga” is Q ikk uJr (L, Rj a~ld ifg” and d’ are respectively 
reft and the site of e right rel~tjve~y to gd kw 
en g”d is a lih‘r~k of ( 
(2) rf d’ dominares g’% then gd’ is Q link of ( 
(3) In the remaining case, g’d” is a Iink of ( 
1~ n!! oft/me cases, the found !ink and gd belong to Q smne ~el~~~~y polygon of L v _R. 
Fig. 2. Relatively to g4 g, dominates g, , g, dominates g2, but g, does not dominate g3. Thus, g’ = g3 
is valid on the ieft relatively to gd. 
f. emma 2.4, C, = circ(g, d, g’) is critical for L w {d} and, by duality, 
circ(g, d, d’) is critical for {g} u K. By hypothesis, there exists a site s of L u R 
that C = circ(g, d, s) is critical for L w R. Thus C is also critical for L u {d j or 
for (g) w R. Thus either C = C, or C = C2 _ 
If g’ dominates d’, C # C, . Thus C = C, and g’d is an edge of Del( Lu R) and 
is a link of (L, R). 
The case in which d’ dominates g’ is dual. 
In the remaining case; C = C; = C2 and the sites g’ and a” are necessarily consecu- 
efinition 1.4 and by the unimodality lemma. 
gel are edges oft olygon which lies 
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3. 
3.3. Introduction 
Building the Delaunay diagram raises the following approximation problems: 
(i) For given points p P q and r, is r approximately on the straight line aq or is 
r tc the left or to the right of z? 
(ii) For given points p. r7, r and s among which p* qz r are not coihnear, is ,T 
approximately on cTr& circ( p, 9, r) or is it inside or outside circ( p, 9, r)? 
Here we give, for both problems, a test using only angular eompariscns. Such a 
test gives the same response for a set T of three or four points and for the transformed 
set Y(T) by some similitude 9. 
By using these tests we have Y(Det(S)) = Del( T(S)). 
Defisition 3-1. Let E > 0. Three points p, q, r are said to be c-co!!kear either if they 
are collinear or if, for each angle LY of the triangle pqr, fsin a[ c e. 
3.2. The &-collinearity test 
The following function, ahgned(p, q, r), gives the response 0 if the points p, q, r 
are &-collinear and, in the remaining cases, +l or -1 according to whether r lies 
to the left (up to E) or to the right (up to E) of E. 
function aligned( p, q. r: vertex): integer: 
begin II:= d(p, q); 12:= d(q, r); 13:= d(r,p); 
if 12 > 11 them if P2 > 13 then sin1 := Fsin( p, q, r) 
eise sini := FMq, r, PI 
else if II> 13 thea sin1 := Fsin(r, p, q) 
else sin1 := Fsin(q, r, p); 
if jsinll< E then aligned:= 0 else if sin1 > 0 then aligned:= 1 
eke aligned := - 1 
The Fsin(p, qz r) function gives the sine of the angle (z,F). 
nition 2. Four sites p, q, r and s are said to be s-socircular if they are not 
c-i-oJlincar and if% for every permutation T of {p, q, r, sj, he difference (Y of the 
angles (T(p)T(q), ~(p)~(r))-(TAT, TOT) satisfies lsin al<&. 
3.3. Tk &-cocirculmity test 
If we suppose thst the points p, q, r and s are such that r is t the left of= and 
s is to the left of G, F, and F, then the greatest d erence is amax = 
(qp, qr) - (sp, sr) = ( pq, ps) - (rq, rs). If o, and o2 are the respective ten iers of 
circ( p, q, r) and circ( p, r, s), then amax = ( PO,, po2) an ebraic area of triangle 
polo2 is 
4d(p, o,Hp, 02) sinh,,) =Np, +w2 * G 
where zi is the unit vector of med(p, r) sue 
If one of the points p9 q, r, s lies insi 
r, s are not e-cocirc 
-- .i 
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The following function r~ir;:zs 0 if p, q, r and S Ziie E-CQCiKAir Ziiid it g&S the 
response -1-1 if s E disk( p, q, r) and -1 in the other case. 
cliersl incircle(p, q, r, s: vetiexj; 
begin test := aligned(p, q, r); $1 := aiignedip, r, s); ?2 := aligned( 
if test > 0 
if t l C 0 aud t2 3 0 then incircle := 1 
if rl3C and t2SO then incircle:= -1 
else begin center( p, q, r, 11, A 1); center( p, s, r, /2, h2); 
if d(p, r)lh2-All d E * 2 * I1 * 12 then incircle := 0 
else if A 1 > A 2 then incircle := Z 
else incircle := -1 
end 
else if test = 0 &ejj incircie := aiigned(p, q, s) 
The procedure center( p, q, r, 1, A ) gives the radius 1 of C = circ( p, q, r) and A such 
that if o is the centre of C and m the middle of pr then om = A . ti. 
If the points p’, q’, 
. 
Y’ and S’ are the homologous points of p, q, r gild s iti 6 Cire:ci 
_c :-4;pn,T, e-:-;!c,..i~ “1 111”,1ClVL Jnili.nL.UiiC, then we have incircle( p’, q’, r’, s’) = incircle{ p, qT r, s) since 
only angular differences are tested. 
4. On maps 
efiloition 4.1. Every C = (B, LY, u), where B is a finite set, (Y an involution of I3 
without fixed points (Vb E B, a(b) f b and a2(b) = b) and u a permutation of B, is 
called a map. The elements of B are called darts. 
~e~~iti~~ 4.2. (i) Vb E B, ba” = (b, Izrw) is called the edge of b. natis b and ba are 
said to be opposites and ba will be denoted by -b in what follows. 
(ii) Vb E B, bu* = {b, bo-, bu2,. . . , bd-‘1, where k is the smallest integer such 
that bu“ = 6 and k > 0, is called the vertex of b. 
(iii) Vb E B, b(cm-‘)* = {b, bm-‘, . . . , b(w-‘)k-‘}, where k is the smallest 
inieger such that b(a~-‘)~ = b and k > 0, is called the direct Jz,-e of b. b(w)* is 
cs::c d :,‘:z r~frqWJj.?zce cf b, 
(iv) The multigraph G(C), where the vertices and edges are those of map C, is 
called the graph of map C. 
nition 3. (i) Let C=(B, cy, a) be a connected map. Vb E B, let ver(h) be a 
poinr of E such that ver(b) = ver(b’) if and oniy if b’ E ia@; and edg(bJ be the open 
straight-iine segment between the points a) such that if k = jbu*l, 
then the edges edg(b), edg( ba), . . . , edg( around the vertex verq’kr ) 
nter-clockwise or set of points of lie strictly 
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to the ieft of the oriented ciosed polygonal line defined by the points 
ver(b), ver( bcua-‘), . . . , ver(b(au+-‘)“- ‘) where k is the smallest non-zero integer 
such that b(cu~-‘)~ = 6. Thus p = (ver, edye; h) is ca!ied n repzwntation of map C 
iii phiz E. 
(ii) If the points {ver(&): b E B), the segments {edg(b): 6 E B} and the regions 
{fat(b): b E B} f orm a partition of plane E, then representation p is said to be planar. 
Two maps having the same representation are isomorphic. A map is said to be 
planar if it admits a planar representation. If C is a planar map with n vertices 
then C has at most 3n - 6 edges and at most 2n -4 faces. 
(iii) If we add the open region D(a) = E -conv(S) to Del(S), we obtain a 
partition of E by Theorem 1.6. The map C(S) which is represented by this partition 
is called &Y Dehiinqu map oic S. 
(iv) The procedure sredge(s, t) creates two darts b and -b such that ver(b) = s 
and ver( -b) = t and places b in ver-‘(s) and -b in ver-‘( t). 
elaunay diagram 
Definition 5.1. If L and R are contiguous subsets of S and if g E L and d E R are 
such that all the sites S are to the left of a or on the straight-line gd but not 
between g and d, then the straight-line segt- ,,ent gd is c&id the iow supporting link 
of (45, W). 
The following procedure determines the low supporting link of (L, R). In this 
procedure, I is the greatest point of (L, S) and r is the smallest point of (R, G). 
fuoctbn loWiink(C, Y : vertex); 
begin b := cr-‘(envelop( I)); 24 := ver( -- b); c := envelop(r); v := ver(-c); 
m := aligned(l, U, r); n := aligned( u, r, I); 
while m = I and n = 1 do 
begin if m = 1 then egin i := u; b := er-‘(-6); u := ver( 
ii n = 1 then begi r := v; c:= (i’(-c); v := ver(-c) en 
m := aligned( a, U, r); n := aligned( v, r, I) 
end; 
The $dnction envelop(!) gives, for 
-\. _--.- ~...A a vertex I on Fconv( i J:, for sours: pa!b 2’ of S ‘I 
the dart 6 such that ver( b) = I and fac( -b) = 00. 
5.1. The leftvalid procedure 
relatively to a Pi 
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fmction leftvalid( b: dart); 
begin g := verjb); d := ver(-b); S :== c(b); ~4 := ver(-5); u := ver(-a(b)); 
if aligned(g, d, u) = 1 
e incircle(g, d, u, v) > 0 do 
begin c := a(b); oelete(b); b:= c; u:= v; v:=ver(-a(b)) end; 
else u := g; 
if o # d an& inc;ixle(g, d, u, v) = 0 then delete(b); 
leftvalid := v 
end; 
We also use the dual rightvalid procedure. 
5.2. The valid procedure 
The procedure builds, for a given link gd of (L, R), the Delaunay polygon Y(U) 
of L w R which admits gd as an edge and lies to the left of gd and the other link 
g’d’ which also belongs to P(uj. 
function valid( b: dart); 
begin g:= ver(b); d := ver(-6); g’:= leftvalid(6); d’:= rightvalid( 
lf g f g’ aaJ d P d’ Wa 
begin a := incircle(g, d, d’, g’); if a # 0 then if a > 0 
then d’:= d eke g’:= g enrlt; 
valid := credge(g’, b’j 
end; 
5.3. The link procedure 
This procedure determines all the links of (L, R) and builds Del(L u R) from 
Del(L) and Del(R). In this procedure I is the greatest point of (L, S) and r is the 
smallest point of (R, s). 
rocedure link( 1, r: vertex); 
begin b := lowlink<& rj; u := ver(-o(b)); v := ver( -a-‘(-b)); 
while aligned( Z, r, u) > 0 or aligned( l, r, v) > 0 do 
begin b:= valid(b); Z:= ver(b); r:= ver(-b); ZA := ver(-o(b)); 
v := ver( -a-‘(-6)) end 
end; 
5.4. Building the Delaunay diagram 
The divide-and-conquer algorithm which builds Del(S) is given by the following 
rPPllrcivP nrcw94u~e. ---_-__. _ I”““- 
elaunay({s, , . . . , s,}); 
begin if n > 3 
Tn/21; I:= Sj; $:= Si+l; 
1)); Delaunay({r, . . . , s,}); 1 
triangle(s, , s2, sj j else if tr = 2 a 
he triangle proce we deals with the three-point case. 
Cons:rsdion of Voronoi diagrams with maps Xl 
TL #. A 
1 n&d&n 5.2. %Z GbGK? d~Grith,n'l di?tt?~~ , ines, J”or every set of n sites in the plane, the 
Geiaunay diagram DeijS) in optimal’ time 6(n log n) and in S(r?\ aji'ace. 
roof. (i) Let us assume that Del(L) and Deii(R) are correctly determined by our 
algorithm, L and R being contiguous subsets of S. The first link of (L, R) is the 
low supporting link of (L, R). Then, by the valid procedure, for every link gd of 
(L, R) such that there exists at least a site Lu R to the left of gd5 a new link 
g’d’ which beiongs to a common Delaunay lygon with gd is found. This proves 
that all the links of (L, R) are determined by the link procedure. 
For every Voronoi circle C of L which is not critical for Eu R, tlhere exists a link 
gd of (L, X) such that g E C and d is a site of R which lies inside C. But, in this 
case9 the valid procedure deletes C and replaces it by a Voronoi circle of Lu R. 
The same hoids for R. ‘we have thus found all Voronoi circles of Lu R. 
This proves that Del( Lu R) is correctly determined and, by recursion, that our 
algorithm correctly builds Del(S). 
(ii) All geometrical approximations are computed in Q( 1) time. Since there exist 
at most 3n -4 edges and at most 2n -4 faces, the link procedure runs Sn O(n) 
time. So the time complexity ‘Un? v,r&es the relation a(n) = T( [n/21)+ 
T( [n/2] )+0(n). It follows that T(n) = n log n. Cl 
5.5. Comparison with the Guibas and Stolji algorithm 
(i) Our leftvalid procedure is a variant of a procedure of Guibas and Stolfi; The 
difference is that leftvaiid cancels the diagonal when g, 4 gi, gi+, are cocircuiar. By 
recursion, all the diagonals of the Delaunay polygons are deleted. 
(ii) Moreover, in the case where the sites g, ti, g’ and d’ are cocircular, the new 
link is g’d’ in our algorithm but it is g’d in theirs. 
(iii) In the following example, S = (1, . . . , S}, the triangulation T(S) built by 
Gulbas and Stolfi is given in Fig. 3(a) and Del(S) built by our algorithm is given 
in Fig. 3(b). 
(iv) We can see that our algorithm acts more efficiently than theirs for cocircular 
sites. 
ing the Voronoi 
efinition 6.1. If C = (R, cy, 0) is a map, then CL = (B, LY, CUY) is a map whose 
vertices, edges and retrograde faces are respectiveiy the retrograde faces, edges and 
vertices of C. C”- is called the dual map of C. The dual map of Delaunay map C(S) 
is represented by Vor(S). 
6.1. 7?re vertices of Vor(S) 
or every Voronoi vertex M, the 
C(S) = c e Delaunay m 
(El;. If 
M), we 
IV. Elbaz, J.-C. Spehner 
a b 
Ps. 3. (a) T(S) by Guibas and Stolfi’s algorithm. (b) Del(S) by our algorithm. Links are drawn in 
broken lines. Each edge whicil IS a Del(L)- or a Del(R)-edge but not a Del(Lu R)-edge and which is 
then removed is in dotied lines. 
define veri(b) = u and we associate with face J= b(ara-‘)* the coordinates 
(x(f), v(f)) of point u. 
If we add the infinite point QG to _’ .’ E, we define similarly, Vb c B such that 
fat(6) = D(a), ver’(b) = KL 
5.2. 77re &cns Of Vor(S) 
Let st c Del(S). 
(i) If st !Z Fconv( S), then st is the common edge of two Delaunay polygons D(U) 
and n(u), and c(s, 8) is the open straight-!ine segment between points u and R 
(ii) Let us assume that the sites of S are not collinear. If st E Fconv(S), then there 
exists only one Voronoi vertex u such that st is an edge of P(U) and c(s, t) is the 
half straight-line which is included in bis(s, t), starts at U, and goes to the side of 
the straight line st that does not contain conv(S). 
Theorem 6.2. Vor(S) can be ccrmputed from Del(S) in linear time. 
Proof. If r, s, t are sites of K(u) n S then (u} = bis(r, t) n bis(s, t). This gives a 
procedure which computes (x(f), y(j)) for every facef of C(S) such that fat(f) # 
D(m) in constant time. Every Voronoi edge is also found in constant time. Since 
Vor(S) has at most 2n - 5 vertices and at most 3n - 6 edges, this algorithm computes 
Vor(S) from Del(S) in Q(n) time. 0 
emark. By a little change in our algorithm we ran bui!d Del(S) and Vor(S) 
simultaneously. 
Conclusion 
We ha.vr used here maps for building the Delaunay and Voronoi diagrams in the 
plane. A notion of paving that generalizes the notion of map has been introduced 
in [ 131. We are ge~~era~i~i~g our algorith mensional Euclidean s 
by using pavings an recisely ttne merg ti0t-t in pavings. 
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